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CHAPTER 4

Double-strand breaks are not the main cause of 

spontaneous SCEs in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Clémence Claussin, David Porubský, Diana C.J. Spierings, Nancy Halsema, Stefan Rentas, 
Victor Guryev, Peter M. Lansdorp and Michael Chang
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Abstract

Sister chromatid exchange (SCE) is defined as the exchange of DNA between two 
identical sister chromatids. Increased rates of SCE are an indication of genome 
instability and known to occur in certain types of cancer. It is commonly thought 
that an SCE occurs as a result of the repair of a DNA double-strand break (DSB) by 
homologous recombination. Here we have used a single-cell DNA template strand 
sequencing technique called Strand-seq to measure and map, for the first time, 
spontaneous SCEs genome-wide in single cells of the budding yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae. We find that ~24% of wild-type cells show at least one SCE, and that 
SCEs are abolished in the absence of Rad52, as expected considering that almost 
all recombination activity is dependent on Rad52 in yeast. However, SCEs are only 
modestly reduced in rad51∆ mutants, which is interesting since Rad51 is required 
for most Rad52-mediated repair. Our findings also indicate that most spontaneous 
SCEs do not originate from the repair of DSBs.
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Introduction

DNA is constantly exposed to damaging agents, which can lead to DNA interstrand 
crosslinks, modifications, mutations or breaks (reviewed in Lord and Ashworth, 
2012). If unrepaired, or if repaired incorrectly, DNA damage can cause genome 
instability and potentially cancer. Sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs) are exchanges 
between two identical sister chromatids and are commonly used as a measure of 
genome instability. SCE levels are increased in certain types of cancer, such as 
in cancers resulting from Bloom syndrome (German, 1972). Bloom syndrome is 
caused by mutations in the BLM gene (German et al., 1994). In the budding yeast 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, mutation of the BLM homologue, SGS1, also causes 
elevated SCEs (Onoda et al., 2000). 

SCEs have traditionally been detected cytogenetically of metaphase spreads 
by differential staining of sister chromatids (Taylor, 1958; Kato, 1974). However, this 
technique is not possible in yeast due to the small sizes of the chromosomes. Instead, 
SCEs in yeast can be measured using genetic assays. For example, a frequently used 
assay involves two truncated HIS3 genes cloned in tandem (a 5’ truncation of the 
first allele followed by a 3’ truncation of the second) (Fasullo and Davis, 1987). An 
unequal SCE event can yield a functional HIS3 gene, allowing cells to grow on media 
lacking histidine. While such assays have been tremendously useful, they have several 
limitations. First, these genetic assays only detect unequal SCEs, which are thought 
to occur less frequently than equal SCEs (González-Barrera S, 2003). Second, SCEs 
are assayed only at a single locus, ignoring the rest of the genome. Lastly, integrating 
a genetic marker into the genome can affect the “natural” environment of the locus 
itself, and in theory could modify its recombinogenic properties.

To circumvent these limitations, we have adapted a recently-developed 
technique called Strand-seq to study SCEs in S. cerevisiae genome-wide and at a 
single cell level. Strand-seq involves the sequencing of the parental DNA strands 
from a single cell (Falconer E, 2012). Briefly, cells are grown in the presence of the 
thymidine analogue bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) for one cell cycle. BrdU will only 
be incorporated into the newly synthesized DNA strands. After cell division, each 
daughter cell will inherit, for each chromosome, one parental DNA strand that does 
not contain BrdU, and the complementary DNA strand containing BrdU. Individual 
cells will be prepared for sequencing by Strand-seq DNA library construction. This 
library construction resembles standard next generation library preparation, with the 
exception that after adaptor ligation, but prior to PCR amplification, DNA will be 
treated with Hoechst and ultraviolet (UV) radiation. This treatment creates nicks at 
sites of BrdU incorporation. During PCR amplification, the nicked DNA cannot be 
amplified, so sequencing reads should only originate from the original DNA template 
strands. Reads are then aligned to the reference genome and SCEs can be visualized 
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as a shift between reads aligning to the Watson strand to reads aligning to the Crick 
strand. Crick strand correspond to the 5’ to 3’ plus strand (forward), and Watson is 
the 3’ to 5’ complementary DNA strand, also known as the minus (reverse) strand.

In yeast, it is thought that SCEs form after the repair of DSBs by the double-
strand break repair (DBSR) pathway (Reviewed in (Symington et al., 2014)). Repair 
of a DSB by DSBR leads to the formation of a double Holliday junction (dHJ), 
which can be processed either by resolvases (e.g. Mus81/Mms4 and Yen1) or via 
dissolution by the Sgs1/Top3/Rmi1 complex. If resolution results in a crossover, an 
SCE will occur, while dissolution always results in a non-crossover (i.e. no SCE). 
It has been previously shown that mutations in genes involved in DSB repair, like 
rad52∆ and sgs1∆, affect the rate of SCEs (Onoda et al., 2000; Dong and Fasullo, 
2003), however, not much is known about how spontaneous SCEs arise in wild-type 
cells.

In this study, we aimed to measure and map spontaneous SCE events 
using Strand-seq. We find that 24% of wild type cells display at least one SCE. 
Moreover, SCEs are increased twofold in sgs1∆ and abolished in the absence of 
Rad52, consistent with previous reports. However, we find that deletion of RAD51 
only decreases SCEs approximately twofold, which is surprising since most Rad52 
functions during DSB repair are link to Rad51. Also, by comparing the rate of SCEs 
with the rate of DSB formation, our findings indicate that most spontaneous SCEs 
do not originate from DSB repair. 

Results and Discussion

Strand-seq in yeast

To use Strand-seq for yeast, a few modifications were required. First, wild-type S. 
cerevisiae does not incorporate BrdU, so we have used a strain that is completely 
dependent upon the uptake of exogenous thymidine or thymidine analogues (Vernis 
et al., 2003). Second, Strand-seq requires cells that have divided once and only once 
in the presence of BrdU. For mammalian cells, selection of positive BrdU cells can 
be achieved by flow cytometry-based sorting of cells that exhibit BrdU-quenched 
Hoechst fluorescence. The yeast genome, however, is too small to reliably detect 
Hoechst quenching. For this reason, we developed an alternate method to isolate 
single yeast cell containing BrdU. This method takes advantage of the fact that 
budding yeast divide asymmetrically, resulting in an original ‘mother’ cell and a 
newborn ‘daughter’ cell, which has budded off from the mother cell, after each 
division. Briefly, G1-arrested cells are labeled with Cy5-conjugated concanavalin 
A (ConA-Cy5) or Alexa-conjugated ConA (ConA-Alexa). ConA binds the cell wall 
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(Biely et al., 1976). The labeled cells are then released from the cell cycle block and 
progress synchronously through the cell cycle in ConA-free media containing BrdU 
for one division (Figure 1A). 

Figure 1. Sorting of daughter cells after one division in the presence of BrdU. (A) Scheme of 
ConA- and BrdU-labeling procedure. (B) Flow cytometry density plots taken at different time points 
during the labeling procedure.

Because the yeast cell wall is synthesized de novo during bud-emergence, newborn 
daughter cells do not have ConA-labeled cell walls (Figure 1B, lower left quadrant 
in the flow cytometer density plots), whereas mother cells retain the ConA label. 
Single daughter yeast cells are sorted and Strand-seq libraries are prepared (Figure 
2). Resulting libraries are sequenced and reads are aligned to the yeast reference 
genome. Mapped reads are then plotted into ideograms representing individual 
chromosomes. A haploid cell that did not experience an SCE event will have inherited 
either the parental Watson template strand or the parental Crick template strand for 
each chromosome, so each chromosome will only show reads aligning to either the 
Watson strand or the Crick strand (Figure 2B). However, if one chromosome has 
undergone an SCE, the SCE can be detected as a switch between reads mapping to 
the Watson strand only to reads mapping to the Crick strand (Figure 2C).
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Figure 2. Strand-seq methodology. (A) Diagram of the Strand-seq procedure. (B) Scheme depicting 
one chromosome without an SCE analyzed by Strand-seq. (C) Scheme depicting one chromosome that 
has experienced an SCE analyzed by Strand-seq. In (B) and (C), two possible outcomes are shown, 
depending on which chromatid is inherited by the daughter cell.
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Measuring and mapping spontaneous SCEs in wild-type (WT) cells

Using our yeast Strand-seq methodology, we evaluated the level of spontaneous 
SCEs. An example of a WT Strand-seq library is shown in Figure 3A. We have 
sequenced 156 single-cell WT Strand-seq libraries and found that 37 libraries 
showed at least one SCE (24%) (Figure 3B). The data can also be plotted in terms 
of SCEs per cell (Figure 3C) or SCEs per Gigabase (Gb) of DNA (Figure 3D). Fork 
collapses can be repaired by homologous recombination, which can give rise to 
SCEs. Therefore, we investigated the possibility that SCEs overlap with genomic 
features that are often associated with fork collapses, such as promoters, Pif1, Pol2, 
Rrm3 binding sites, origins of DNA replication and areas of g-H2AX enrichment. We 
did not find any specific enrichment of SCEs for any of these genomic features (data 
not shown), although increasing the number of SCEs (by sequencing more Strand-
seq libraries) or improving the resolution with which we can map SCEs (median 
mapping resolution is X) may change the analysis.

Rad52-dependent and Rad51-independent SCEs

Next, we investigated the genetic requirements for spontaneous SCE formation. 
Repair of damage-induced DSBs, which is dependent on genes that belong to the 
RAD52 epistasis group (Hays et al., 1995), can lead to the formation of SCEs (Fasullo 
et al., 2001). Rad51 and Rad52 are two main recombination proteins during DSB 
repair. Rad52 mediates the loading of Rad51 onto RPA-coated single-stranded DNA 
(ssDNA) (Stasiak et al., 2000; Shinohara et al., 1998; Davis and Symington, 2003). 
Loading on Rad51, which displaces RPA, creates a nucleoprotein filament capable 
of strand invasion into duplex DNA, which initiates homologous recombination-
mediated repair (Ogawa et al., 1993). Therefore, we investigated the role of these two 
proteins in the formation of spontaneous SCEs. We generated Strand-seq libraries of 
rad51∆ and rad52∆ mutants and detected no SCEs in rad52∆ cells. Surprisingly, 
SCEs were only reduced by less than twofold in the rad51∆ mutant (Figure 3B–D).  
These data suggest that while spontaneous SCEs are dependent on Rad52, SCEs 
can still be formed in a Rad51-independent manner. Consistent with this idea, a 
previous study using a genetic marker-based SCE assay has shown that deletion of 
RAD51 does not affect spontaneous SCEs (Fasullo et al., 2001). The difference in 
our observations (they did not see any decrease in SCE rate in rad51∆ whereas we 
see a slight decrease) is likely due to the different assays used.
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Figure 3. Strand-seq in yeast. (A) Example of a WT Strand-seq library. The black arrow indicates an 
SCE. (B–D). Graphic representation of SCE distribution in WT and mutant cells, expressed as either 
percentage of cells with at least one SCE (B), number of SCEs per cell (C), or number of SCEs per Gb 
of DNA (D).
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Most spontaneous SCEs do not originate from DSBs

Given the importance of Rad51 during the repair of a DSB, we were surprised to have 
detected only a modest reduction in the rate of SCEs in the absence of Rad51. This 
led us to hypothesize that SCEs could originate from non-DSB lesions. Alternatively, 
Rad51-independent Rad52-mediated DSB repair mechanisms have been described, 
such as break-induced replication (BIR) or single-strand annealing (SSA), both of 
which can occur in the absence of Rad51 (Malkova et al., 1996; Ivanov et al., 1996). 
However, neither BIR nor SSA can result in an SCE.

To further investigate the role of DSBs in the formation of spontaneous 
SCEs, we compared the rate of spontaneous SCEs in WT cells to an estimate of the 
rate of DSB formation. Spontaneous DSB rate can be estimated by the rate of cell 
death in a rad52∆ mutant, which cannot repair DSBs (Coïc et al., 2008; Mehta and 
Haber, 2014). A single unrepaired DSB is sufficient to kill a rad52∆ cell (Resnick 
and Martin, 1976; Weiffenbach and Haber, 1981). We conducted a microdissection 
experiment where each daughter cell is separated from its mother after one division 
and both mother and daughter cells are scored for colony formation after 2 days. 
In total, 408 WT and 392 rad52∆ cells were examined (Figure 4). 13.3% of newly 
divided rad52∆ failed to grow and form a colony, compared to only 1.7% of WT 
cells. The WT mortality rate is unlikely due to unrepaired DSBs, so subtracting 1.7% 
from 13.3% gives us an estimated spontaneous DSB formation rate of 11.6%. Next, 
we compared the rate of DSBs to the rate of SCEs from our WT Strand-seq libraries. 
Only an estimated one quarter to one third of DSBs are repaired in a manner that 
leads to the formation of an SCE (Kadyk and Hartwell, 1992; Jackson and Fink, 
1981). Therefore, of the 11.6% rate of spontaneous DSBs, only ~3–4% is expected to 
lead to an SCE. Since 3–4% is significantly lower than the 24% rate of spontaneous 
SCEs, we conclude that most spontaneous SCEs are not the result of DSB repair.

Figure 4. Estimation of the spontaneous DSB rate in yeast. (A) Schematic representation of the 
experimental set up. (B) Graphical representation of the rate of cell death in strains of the indicated 
genotypes..
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Rad52-mediated strand annealing is required for the majority of 
spontaneous SCEs

Rad52 has two main biochemical functions. As discussed already, Rad52 mediates 
Rad51 nucleoprotein filament assembly (Shinohara and Ogawa, 1998). Rad52 also 
promotes the annealing of RPA-coated single-stranded DNA (Shinohara et al., 
1998), a function that is independent of Rad51. Since spontaneous SCEs are not 
detectable in a rad52∆ mutant, but are only modestly reduced in a rad51∆ mutant, 
we hypothesized that Rad52-mediated strand annealing must be important for the 
formation of spontaneous SCEs. We used a rad52 separation-of-function ‘class C’ 
mutant (Mortensen et al., 2002), which is impaired for strand annealing activity (Shi 
et al., 2009). We find that the rate of spontaneous SCEs is dramatically reduced 
in this mutant (Figure 3 B–D). Thus, our data suggest that spontaneous SCEs are 
primarily generated through a Rad51-independent pathway that requires the strand 
annealing activity of Rad52, as well as minor pathway that is dependent on Rad51.

Role of Sgs1 in the formation of SCEs

Sgs1 is a helicase involved in the dissolution of dHJs (Ira et al., 2003). We have 
measured and mapped SCEs in the absence of SGS1 using Strand-seq. We find that 
spontaneous SCEs are increased twofold (Figure 3B–D), in agreement of what has 
already been reported in the literature using a genetic marker-based assay (Onoda et 
al., 2000). Up to four SCEs were found within the same cell. Surprisingly, we find 
that most of the increase in SCEs occurs at the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) locus (Figure 
5). This result is consistent with Sgs1 having a specific function in rDNA replication 
(Versini et al., 2003).

Figure 5. SCE is increased at the rDNA locus in sgs1∆ mutants. The bar graph plots SCEs per Gb 
of DNA within and outside the rDNA locus in WT (black) and sgs1∆ (grey) cells.
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We have also mapped SCEs across the yeast genome and compared it to 
known genomic features. We find that SCEs in the sgs1∆ mutant are enriched at sites 
of Pif1 binding (Table 1). Pif1 is a helicase that acts at stalled replication forks, by 
removal of secondary structures, G-quadruplexes, DNA-DNA duplexes, or RNA-
DNA hybrids (Rossi et al., 2016; Chib et al., 2016; Duan et al., 2015; Paeschke et 
al., 2013). Our findings suggest that in the absence of Sgs1, stalled replication forks 
at the rDNA locus may recruit Pif1 to remove DNA replication obstacles, and that 
overcoming these obstacles may result in SCEs.

Table 1. Genomic features tested for SCE enrichment.

Cross-species comparison of recombination activity

Although it is generally known that recombination activity is higher in yeast than 
in mammals, this has never been compared quantitatively to our knowledge. The 
development of Strand-seq has allowed us to make such a comparison (Falconer 
E, 2012; van Wietmarschen and Lansdorp, 2016). We find that spontaneous SCEs 
per cell is about an order of magnitude greater in human and mouse cells than yeast 
(Figure 6A). However, the human and mouse genomes are much bigger than the 
yeast genome. By plotting the number of SCEs per Gb of DNA, it is apparent that 
SCEs occur about 20-fold more frequently in yeast (Figure 6B).

In summary, we have shown that Strand-seq can be used to measure and map 
SCEs genome-wide in single yeast cells. Contrary to what is commonly thought, 
spontaneous SCEs are not due to the repair of DSBs. We also show that spontaneous 
SCEs can be generated by at least two pathways: a major pathway dependent on 
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Rad52-mediated strand annealing and a minor Rad51-dependent pathway. Strand-seq 
is a major upgrade to classical assays to measure SCEs in yeast. While yeast has been 
at the forefront of research into homologous recombination, most of our knowledge 
concerns recombination between homologous chromosomes or homologous 
sequences at different genomic loci. However, recombination not involving sister 
chromatids can result in loss of heterozygosity or chromosome rearrangements such 
as deletions, duplications, inversion and translocations. Therefore, sister chromatid 
recombination is typically the preferred mechanism of homologous recombination 
for repairing DNA damage in mitotic cells. No doubt further studies using Strand-seq 
will clarify the role and mechanism(s) of sister chromatid recombination in yeast.

Figure 6. Cross species SCEs level comparation. (A–B). Graphic representation of SCE distribution 
in WT, mutant yeast cells (sgs1∆ and rad52∆), mouse (ES cells) and Human cell types (fibroblasts and 
lymphocytes). expressed as either number of SCEs per cell (A), or number of SCEs per Gb of DNA (B)

Materials and Methods

Yeast strains All strains used are derived from W303 background. All strains are 
listed in table 2. 

Strain growth and labeling for Strand-seq. E17 derived strains are grown in YPGal 
with 100uM of thymidine media. Single colonie are inoculated into 5mL of YPGal 
with 100uM of thymidine media on the morning, and diluted on the evening in 25mL 
of YPGal pH 3.9 supplemented with 100uM of thymidine to OD600= 0.001. On the 
next morning, culture should have reached an OD600 of 0.4-0.7, cell were arrested 
with alpha factor (Sigma) to final concentration 3,75 mg/mL for 2h. Cells were wash 
once with H2O, and resuspended into 100uL of PBS 1X. 150mL of 200mg/mL of 
Concanavaline ConA-cy5 or Concanavaline-Alexa-633 were added into the cell 
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while vortexing and incubated 10min at room temperature in dark. Unbound labels 
were wash out during 3 washing step in 1X PBS. And cells were release from alpha 
factor arrest into fresh YPGal supplemented with 0.6mg/mL of BrdU. Samples were 
taken before alpha factor arrest, after alpha factor arrest, directly after ConA-labeling 
and every 30 minutes after release and fixed with 70% ethanol and store for at least 
one night in ethanol at -20°C. Cells were washed from ethanol and rehydrated with 
H20. RNA was removed from cells, by incubating yeast with 10mg/mL of RNAse A 
in tris-HCL pH 8.0 for 2h at 37°C. Cells were wash in with Tris-HCL pH 7.5 once. 
DNA was labeled with sytox green by resuspended into 300mL of tris-HCL pH7.5, 
sytox green buffer. To avoid aggregates cells were sonicated 3 times (30sec ON/ 
30sec OFF) into a bioruptor. Flow cytometry was preformed on each sample and 
the sample were unlabeled daughter cell could be visualized after only one round of 
division in present of BrdU were use to sort on a MoFlo Astrios cell sorter (Beckman 
Coulter) single daughter cells into 96 wells plates containing a mammalian nuclei. 
Sorted yeast cells and human nuclei were stored at -80°C until library preparation. 

Table 2: List of strains used in this study.

Conjugation of concanavalin A with Cy5. Concanavaline-Alexa-633 was purchase 
from ThermoFisher, ConA-cy5 were partially purchase from Protein Mods and or 
home-made. ConA (Pharmacia) was dissolved in 0.1M NaCO3 pH 8.3 (2mg/mL 
stock), and was aliquoted 160 mL. Cy5.18 (Biological Detection Systems) was 
dissolved in DMSO (1mg/100mL) and added to ConA during rapid wortex mixing. 
ConA labeling was performed at room temperature for 15 minutes in the dark. To 
separate unconjugated dye from labeled ConA-cy5, ConA-cy5 was transferred to 
dialysis tubing (Spectra/Por Dialysis Membrane MW: 12000-14000) and allowed to 
dialyze against 1L of PBS at 4°C for 72h. To remove precipitated material, Cona-cy5 
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samples were centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C. Protein/ dye ration 
(P/D) was determined using Nanodrop system. Measurement were taken by setting 
the following parameters : absorbance 650 nm (Cy5) and 280 nm (protein), molar 
extinction coefficient of 30 500M-1 cm-1 and molecular weight of 25.5 kDa for ConA, 
and molar extinction coefficient of 250 000M-1 cm-1 for Cy5. The obtain D/P ratio 
for ConA-cy5 was 3.5 and the final stocks of ConA-cy5 were diluted in 10X PBS 
containing 0.1% NaN3 and 0.1% BSA to a final concentration of 200mg/mL. 

Strand-seq library preparation. Library in yeast was performed as described 
previously in (Falconer E, 2012). Few modifications have been performed for the 
yeast. First single yeast cells were prepped into a plate containing at least few 
human or mouse nuclei. Human or mouse nuclei present during the yeast library 
preparation, served as internal control for the library preparation, but also were 
needed in order to visualized nucleosome fragments size during the gel purification 
procedure after library preparation and prior sequencing. Each well containing either 
yeast only or yeast and mammalian nuclei were incubated in zymolysase buffer 
for 30min at 30°C in order to remove yeast cell wall. Microccocale nuclease was 
directly added to the zymolyase buffer after the incubation time, and incubated 5min 
at room temperature. AMPure XP magnetic beads (Agencourt AMPure, Beckman 
Coulter) purification was performed after miccrococal nuclease, end-repair and 
adaptor ligation.  Sequencing of the libraries was performed on Illumina platform 
(HiSeq2500) to generate single-end 50 bp reads. Reads were demultiplexe and align 
to the EF4 S.cerevisiae reference genome. Aligned reads were analysed using the 
BAIT softare package (Hills et al., 2013)

Mother-daughter dissection. Strains were grown overnight onto fresh YPGal+ 
100mM Thymidine plate, or YPD. Freshly grown colonies were patch onto new 
YPGal+100mM thymidine for E17, CCY182 and CCY193 or YPD for SSY49 and 
SSY99. Only dividing cells (budded cell) were selected by micromanipulation and 
the resulting daughter cells were microdissected from their mother onto the same 
plate. Cell coordinates were recorded, plates were incubated 2 days at 30°C and 
colony growth and death were scored. Cells were both the mother and the daughter 
did not grow were excluded from the calculation of the DSB frequency.
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